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ABSTRACT
The well-known Gumbel-Max Trick for sampling elements from a
categorical distribution (or more generally a nonnegative vector)
and its variants have been widely used in areas such as machine
learning and information retrieval. To sample a random element i
(or a Gumbel-Max variable i) in proportion to its positive weightvi ,
the Gumbel-Max Trick first computes a Gumbel random variable дi
for each positive weight element i , and then samples the element i
with the largest value of дi + lnvi . Recently, applications including
similarity estimation and graph embedding require to generate k
independent Gumbel-Max variables from high dimensional vectors.
However, it is computationally expensive for a large k (e.g., hun-
dreds or even thousands) when using the traditional Gumbel-Max
Trick. To solve this problem, we propose a novel algorithm, FastGM,
that reduces the time complexity from O(kn+) to O(k lnk + n+),
where n+ is the number of positive elements in the vector of inter-
est. Instead of computing k independent Gumbel random variables
directly, we find that there exists a technique to generate these
variables in descending order. Using this technique, our method
FastGM computes variables дi + lnvi for all positive elements i
in descending order. As a result, FastGM significantly reduces the
computation time because we can stop the procedure of Gumbel
random variables computing for many elements especially for those
with small weights. Experiments on a variety of real-world datasets
show that FastGM is orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-
art methods without sacrificing accuracy and incurring additional
expenses.
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• Mathematics of computing → Probabilistic algorithms; •
Information systems → Similarity measures; • Theory of
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Gumbel-Max Trick [1] is a popular technique for sampling ele-
ments from a categorical distribution (or more generally a nonneg-
ative vector). Given a nonnegative vector ®v = (v1, . . . ,vn ) where
each elementvi ∈ R≥0, the Gumbel-Max Trick computes a random
variable s(®v) as
s(®v) = arg max
i ∈N +®v
дi + lnvi ,
whereN+®v ≜ {i : vi > 0, i = 1, . . . ,n} is the set of indices of positive
elements in ®v , дi ≜ − ln(− lnai ) and ai is a random variable drawn
from the uniform distribution UNI(0, 1). We call s(®v) a Gumbel-Max
variable of vector ®v and the probability of selecting i as the Gumbel-
Max variable is P(s(®v) = i) = vi∑n
j=1 vj
. The Gumbel-Max Trick and
its variants have been used widely in many areas.
Similarity estimation. Similarity estimation lies at the core
of many data mining and machine learning applications, such as
web duplicate detection [2, 3], collaborate filtering [4], and asso-
ciation rule learning [5]. To efficiently estimate the similarity be-
tween two vectors, several algorithms [6–9] compute k random
variables − lnai,1vi , . . . ,−
lnai,k
vi for each positive element vi in ®v ,
where ai,1, . . . ,ai,k are independent random variables drawn from
the uniform distribution UNI(0, 1). Then, these algorithms build
a sketch (or called Gumbel-Max sketch in this paper) of vector ®v
consisting of k registers, and each register records sj (®v) where
sj (®v) = arg min
i ∈N +®v
− lnai, j
vi
, 1 ≤ j ≤ k .
We find that sj (®v) is exactly a Gumbel-Max variable of vector ®v as
argmini ∈N +®v −
lnai, j
vi = argmaxi ∈N +®v lnvi − ln(− lnai, j ). Let 1(x)
be an indicator function. Yang et al. [6–8] use 1k
∑k
j=1 1(sj (®u) =
sj (®v)) to estimate theweighted Jaccard similarity of two nonnegative
vectors ®u and ®v which is defined by
JW (®u, ®v) ≜
∑n
i=1min{ui ,vi }∑n
i=1max{ui ,vi }
.
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Recently, Moulton et al. [9] prove that the expectation of estimate
1
k
∑k
1 1(sj (®u) = sj (®v)) actually equals the probability Jaccard simi-
larity, which is defined by
JP (®u, ®v) ≜
∑
i ∈N +®v, ®u
1∑n
l=1max
(
ul
ui ,
vl
vi
) .
Here, N+®v, ®u ≜ {i : vi > 0 ∧ ui > 0, i = 1, . . . ,n} is the set of
indices of positive elements in both ®v and ®u. Compared with the
weighted Jaccard similarity JW , Moulton et al. demonstrate that
the probability Jaccard similarity JP is scale-invariant and more
sensitive to changes in vectors. Moreover, each function sj (®v)maps
similar vectors into the same value with high probability. Therefore,
similar to the regular locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) schemes [10–
12], one can use these Gumbel-Max sketches to build LSH index for
fast similarity search in a large dataset, which is capable to search
similar vectors for any query vector in sub-linear time.
Graph embedding. Recently, graph embedding attracts a lot
of attention. A variety of graph embedding methods have been
developed to transform a graph into a low-dimensional space in
which each node is represented by a low-dimensional vector and
meanwhile the proximities of nodes are preserved. With node em-
beddings, many off-the-shelf data mining and machine learning
algorithms can be applied on graphs such as node classification
and link prediction. Lately, Yang et al. [13] reveal that existing
methods are computationally intensive especially for large graphs.
To address this challenge, Yang et al. build a Gumbel-Max sketch
described above for each row of the graph’s self-loop-augmented
adjacency matrix and use these sketches as the first-order node
embeddings of nodes. To capture the high-order node proximity,
they propose a fast method NodeSketch to recursively generate r -
order node embeddings (i.e., Gumbel-Max sketches) based on the
graph’s self-loop-augmented adjacency matrix and (r − 1)-order
node embeddings.
Machine learning. Lorberbom et al. [14] use the Gumbel-Max
Trick to reparameterize discrete variant auto-encoding (VAE). Buch-
nik et al. [15] apply the Gumbel-Max Trick to select training exam-
ples, and sub-epochs of sampled examples preserve rich structural
properties of the full training data. These studies show that the
trick not only significantly accelerates the convergence of the loss
function, but also improves the accuracy. Other examples include re-
inforcement learning [16], and integer linear programs [17]. Lately,
Eric et al. [18] extend the Gumbel-Max Trick to embed discrete
Gumbel-Max variables in a continuous space, which enables us
to compute the gradients of these random variables easily. This
technique has also been used for improving the performance of
neural network models such as Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) [19] and attention models [20].
Despite the wide use of the Gumbel-Max Trick in various do-
mains, it is expensive for the above algorithms to handle large di-
mensional vectors. Specifically, the time complexity of generating a
Gumbel-Max sketch consisting of k independent Gumbel-Max vari-
ables isO(n+k), wheren+ = |N+ | is the number of positive elements
in the vector of interest. In practice, k is usually set to be hundreds
or even thousands when selecting training samples [15], estimating
probability Jaccard similarity [9], and learning NodeSketch graph
embedding [13]. To solve this problem, we propose a novel method,
FastGM, to fast compute a Gumbel-Max sketch. The basic idea be-
hind FastGM can be summarized as follows. For each elementvi > 0
in ®v , we find that k random variables − lnai,1vi , . . . ,−
lnai,k
vi can be
generated in ascending order. That is, we can generate a sequence of
k tuples
(
− lnai,i1vi , i1
)
, . . . ,
(
− lnai,ikvi , ik
)
, where − lnai,i1vi < · · · <
− lnai,ikvi and i1, . . . , ik is a random permutation of integers 1, . . . ,k .
We propose to sort kn+ random variables of all n+ positive elements
and compute these variables sequentially in ascending order. Then,
we model the procedure of computing the Gumbel-Max sketch
(s1(®v), . . . , sk (®v)) of vector ®v as a Balls-and-Bins model. Specifi-
cally, randomly throw balls one by one into k empty bins, where
each ball is assigned a random variable in ascending order. When
no bins are empty, we early stop the procedure, and then each sj (®v),
j = 1, . . . ,k , records the random variable of the first ball thrown
into bin j. We summarize our main contributions as:
• We introduce a simple Balls-and-Bins model to interpret the
procedure of computing the Gumbel-Max sketch of vector ®v ,
i.e., (s1(®v), . . . , sk (®v)). Using this stochastic process model, we
propose a novel algorithm, called FastGM, to reduce the time com-
plexity of computing the Gumbel-Max sketch (s1(®v), . . . , sk (®v))
from O(n+k) to O(k lnk + n+), which is achieved by avoiding
calculating all k variables − lnai,1vi , . . . ,−
lnai,k
vi for each i ∈ N+®v .• We conduct experiments on a variety of real-world datasets for
estimating probability Jaccard similarity and learning NodeS-
ketch graph embeddings. The experimental results demonstrate
that our method FastGM is orders of magnitude faster than the
state-of-the-art methods without incurring any additional cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sum-
marizes related work. The problem formulation is presented in
Section 3. Section 4 presents our method FastGM. The performance
evaluation and testing results are presented in Section 5. Conclud-
ing remarks then follow.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Jaccard Similarity Estimation
Broder et al. [11] proposed the first sketch methodMinHash to com-
pute the Jaccard similarity of two sets (or binary vectors). MinHash
builds a sketch consisting of k registers for each set. Each register
uses a hash function to keep track of the set’s element with the
minimal hash value. To further improve the performance of Min-
Hash, [5, 21, 22] developed several memory-efficient methods. Li et
al. [23] proposed One Permutation Hash (OPH) to reduce the time
complexity of processing each element from O(k) to O(1) but this
method may exhibit large estimation errors because of the empty
buckets. To solve this problem, several densification methods [24–
27] were developed to set the registers of empty buckets according
to the values of non-empty buckets’ registers.
Besides binary vectors, a variety of methods have also been
developed to estimate generalized Jaccard similarity on weighted
vectors. For vectors consisting of only nonnegative integer weights,
Haveliwala et al. [28] proposed to add a corresponding number
of replications of each element in order to apply the conventional
MinHash. To handle more general real weights, Haeupler et al. [29]
proposed to generate another additional replicationwith probability
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that equals the floating part of an element’s weight. These two algo-
rithms are computationally intensive when computing hash values
of massive replications for elements with large weights. To solve
this problem, [30, 31] proposed to compute hash values only for few
necessary replications (i.e., “active indices”). ICWS [32] and its vari-
ations such as 0-bit CWS [33], CCWS [34], PCWS [35], I2CWS [36]
were proposed to improve the performance of CWS [31]. The CWS
algorithm and its variants all have the time complexity of O(n+k),
where n+ is the number of elements with positive weights. Recently,
Otmar [37] proposed another efficient algorithm BagMinHash for
handling high dimensional vectors. BagMinHash is faster than
ICWS when the vector has a large number of positive elements, e.g.,
n+ > 1, 000, which may not hold for many real-world datasets. The
above methods all estimate the weighted Jaccard similarity. Ryan
et al. [9] proposed a Gumbel-Max Trick based sketching method,
P-MinHash, to estimate another novel Jaccard similarity metric,
probability Jaccard similarity. They also demonstrated that the prob-
ability Jaccard similarity is scale-invariant and more sensitive to
changes in vectors. However, the time complexity of P-MinHash
processing a weighted vector is O(n+k), which is not feasible for
high-dimensional vectors.
2.2 Graph Embedding
DeepWalk [38] employed truncated random-walks to transform a
network into sequences of nodes and learns node embedding using
skip-gram model [39]. The basic idea behind DeepWalk is that two
nodes should have similar embedding when they tend to co-occur
in short random-walks. Node2vec [40] extended DeepWalk by intro-
ducing two kinds of search strategies, i.e., breadth- and depth-first
search, into random-walk. LINE [41] explicitly defined the first-
order and second-order proximities between nodes, and learned
node embedding by minimizing the two proximities. GraRep [42]
extended LINE to high-order proximities. Qiu et al. [43] unified
the above methods into a general matrix factorization framework.
Many recent works also learned embeddings on attributed graphs
[44–47], partially labeled graphs [48–51], and dynamic graphs [52–
55]. The above methods are computationally intensive and so many
are prohibitive for large graphs. To solve this problem, recently,
Yang et al. [13] developed a novel embedding method, NodeSketch,
which builds a Gumbel-Max sketch for each row i of the graph’s
self-loop-augmented adjacency matrix and uses it as the low-order
node embedding of node i . To capture the high-order node proxim-
ity, NodeSketch recursively generates r -order node embeddings (i.e.,
Gumbel-Max sketches) based on the graph’s self-loop-augmented
adjacencymatrix and (r−1)-order node embeddings. NodeSketch re-
quires time complexityO(n+k) to compute the Gumbel-Max sketch
of a node, which is expensive when existing a large number of
nodes in the graph.
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We first introduce some notations and then formulate our problem.
For a nonnegative vector ®v = (v1, . . . ,vn ) and each elementvi ≥ 0,
let ®v∗ = (v∗1 , . . . ,v∗n ) be the normalized vector of ®v , where
v∗i ≜
vi∑n
j=1vj
, i = 1, . . . ,n.
Let N+®v ≜ {i : vi > 0, i = 1, . . . ,n} be the set of indices of positive
elements in ®v , and n+®v ≜ |N+®v | be its cardinality.
For each i = 1, . . . ,n, we independently draw k random samples
ai,1, . . . ,ai,k from the uniform distribution UNI(0, 1). Note that
ai,1, . . . ,ai,k are the same for different vectors. Given a nonnegative
vector ®v , we aim to fast compute its Gumbel-Max sketch ®s(®v) =
(s1(®v), . . . , sk (®v)), where
sj (®v) ≜ arg max
i ∈N +®v
lnvi − ln(− lnai, j )
≜ arg min
i ∈N +®v
− lnai, j
vi
.
To compute the Gumbel-Max sketches of a large collection of vec-
tors (e.g., bag-of-words representations of documents), the straight-
forward method (also used in NodeSketch [13]) first instantiates
variables ai,1, . . . ,ai,k from UNI(0, 1) for each index i = 1, . . . ,n.
Then, for each nonnegative vector ®v , it enumerates each i ∈ N+®v and
compute − lnai,1vi , . . . ,−
lnai,k
vi . The above method requires memory
space O(nk) to store all [ai, j ]1≤i≤n,1≤j≤k , and time complexity
O(kn+®v ) to obtain the Gumbel-Max sketch ®s(®v) of each vector ®v .
We note that k is usually set to be hundreds or even thousands,
therefore, the straightforward method costs a very large amount
of memory space and time when the vector of interest has a large
dimension, e.g., n = 109. To reduce the memory cost, one can
easily use hash techniques or random number generators with spe-
cific seeds (e.g., consistent random number generation methods
in [24–26]) to generate each of ai,1, . . . ,ai,k on the fly, which do
not require to calculate and store variables
[
ai, j
]
1≤i≤n,1≤j≤k in
memory.
To address the computational challenge, in this paper, we propose
a method that reduces the time complexity of computing sketch ®s(®v)
from O(kn+®v ) to O(k lnk + n+®v ). In the follows, when no confusion
raises, we simply write sj (®v) and n+®v as sj and n+ respectively.
4 OUR METHOD
In this section, we first introduce the basic idea behind our method
FastGM. Specially, we find that, for each element vi > 0 in vector
®v , the variables − lnai,1vi , . . . ,−
lnai,k
vi can be computed in ascend-
ing order and this procedure can be viewed as a Balls-and-Bins
model. Then, we derive our model BBM-Mix to randomly put balls
one by one into k empty bins, where each ball is assigned with a
random variable in ascending order. Based on BBM-Mix, we next
introduce our method FastGM to compute the Gumbel-Max sketch
(s1(®v), . . . , sk (®v)) of vector ®v . Specifically, we model this procedure
as randomly throwing balls arrived at different rates into k empty
bins and each bin records the timestamp of the first arrived ball.
When no bins are empty, we early stop the procedure, and then
each sj (®v), j = 1, . . . ,k , records the random variable of the first ball
thrown into bin j . At last, we discuss the time and space complexity
of our method.
4.1 Basic Idea
In Figure 1, we provide an example of generating a Gumbel-Max
sketch of a vector ®v = (0.3, 0.1, 0.05, 0.05, 0.2, 0.07, 0.1, 0.03) to
illustrate our basic idea, where we have n = 8 and k = 10. Note that
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7.3331 0.5148 5.4761 0.1682 0.3682 6.4619 7.8593 2.1604 2.0626 0.0393
8.9781 31.3752 2.8180 6.9800 5.4039 5.0094 11.2953 11.2301 0.0833 0.7313
2.4642 7.3742 21.2113 5.6169 10.8000 27.3706 5.2378 3.6822 5.6149 17.8556
12.0248 0.4248 17.4156 5.9572 3.1348 22.5307 29.0386 4.2071 0.3948 159.6455
4.9848 6.3068 9.2985 0.9248 16.7813 4.5591 1.5031 2.9260 7.2455 3.0728
22.4079 28.7365 2.8524 26.4955 1.7385 12.8640 5.2427 19.0820 9.1086 22.4502
8.1884 3.7793 4.7013 7.8240 8.9715 9.5142 1.9349 3.8483 29.6742 15.1739
1.4931 3.1637 10.1017 16.0368 110.4560 16.4874 6.2923 48.4639 9.2852 37.3817
,ln i j
i
a
v
 j=1 j=10 
i=1
 
i=8
Figure 1: An example of computing k independent Gumbel-Max variables s1, . . . , sk of a vector ®v =
(0.3, 0.1, 0.05, 0.05, 0.2, 0.07, 0.1, 0.03), where k = 10. The Gumbel-Max variable sj equals the index of the smallest element
(i.e., the red and bold one) in the j-th column of matrix
[
− lnai, jvi
]
1≤i≤8,1≤j≤10.
we aim to fast compute each sj = argmin1≤i≤8 − lnai, jvi , 1 ≤ j ≤ 10.
i.e., the index of the minimum element in each column j of matrix[
− lnai, jvi
]
1≤i≤8,1≤j≤10. We generate matrix
[
− lnai, jvi
]
1≤i≤8,1≤j≤10
based on the traditional Gumbel-Max Trick and mark the minimum
element (i.e., the red and bold one indicating the Gumbel-Max
variable) in each column j. We find that Gumbel-Max variables
tend to equal index i with large weight vi . For example, among
the values of all Gumbel-Max variables s1, . . . , s10, index 1 with
v1 = 0.3 appears 4 times, while index 3withv3 = 0.05 never occurs.
Furthermore, letR = 25, andRi = ⌈Rv∗i ⌉, where ®v∗ = (v∗1 , . . . ,v∗8) is
the normalized vector of ®v . We have R1 = 8, R2 = 3, R3 = 2, R4 = 2,
R5 = 5, R6 = 2, R7 = 3, and R8 = 1. We also find that each Gumbel-
Max variable occurs as one of a row i’s Top-Ri minimal elements.
For example, the four Gumbel-Max variables occurring in the 1-st
row are all among the Top-R1 (i.e., Top-8) minimal elements. Based
on the above insights, we derive our method FastGM, of which
elements in each row can be generated in ascending order. As a
result, we can early stop the computation when all the Gumbel-Max
variables are acquired. Take Figure 1 as an example, compared with
the straightforward method that requires to compute all nk = 80
random variables, we compute s1, . . . , sk by only obtaining Top-Ri
minimal elements of each row i , which significantly reduces the
computation to around
∑8
i=1 Ri = 26.
4.2 A Building Block of Our Method FastGM
In this section, we introduce our model BBM-Mix to generate k
random variables in ascending order for each positive element vi
of vector ®v . We define variables
bi, j = −
lnai, j
vi
, j = 1, . . . ,k . (1)
We easily observe thatbi,1, . . . ,bi,k are equivalent tok independent
random variables generated according to the exponential distribu-
tion EXP(vi ). It is also well known that the first arrival time of a
Poisson process with rate vi is a random variable following the
exponential distribution EXP(vi ). Therefore, each bi, j can also be
viewed as the first arrival time of a Poisson process Pi j with rate vi
and all Poisson processes {Pi, j : i = 1, . . . ,n, j = 1, . . . ,k} are inde-
pendent with each other. Next, we show that bi, j can be generated
via the following Balls-and-Bins Model (in short, BBM).
4.2.1 Basic BBM. In the basic BBM, balls arrive independently
according to a Poisson process Pi with rate kvi . When a ball arrives
at time x , we select a bin j from k bins at random, and then put
the ball into bin j as well as set bi, j = min(bi, j ,x). The register bi, j
is used to record the timestamp of the first ball arriving in bin j.
When no urn is empty, we stop the process because all bi,1, . . . ,bi,k
will not change anymore. Then, we easily find that the arrival of
balls at any bin j is a Poisson process Pi, j with rate vi because
all balls are randomly split into k bins and the Poisson process
is splittable [56]. The sequence of inter-arrival times of Poisson
process Pi are independent and they are identically distributed
exponential random variables with mean 1kvi . Therefore, the above
BBM can be simulated as the following model.
4.2.2 BBM-Hash. We use a variable xi to record the time when
the latest ball arrives. Initialize xi = 0 and bi, j = +∞, j = 1, 2, . . . ,k
and then repeat the following Steps 1 to 3 until no bin is empty:
Step 1: Generate a random variable u according to the uniform
distribution UNI(0, 1);
Step 2: Compute xi = xi − lnukvi ;
Step 3: Select a number j from {1, . . . ,k} at random, and then put
a ball into bin j as well as set bi, j = min{bi, j ,xi }.
Clearly, it may require more than k iterations to fill all these k
bins. To compute the number of required iterations is exactly the
coupon collector’s problem (see [57], Chapter 5.4.2) and we find
that O(k lnk) iterations are required in expectation. To reduce the
number of iterations, we propose another model BBM-Permutation.
4.2.3 BBM-Permutation. For the above BBM-Hash, at Step 3, a
nonempty bin j may be selected and the value of bi, j will not
change. Therefore, BBM-Hash may need more than one iterations
to encounter an empty bin especially when few bins are empty.
We use a variablemi to keep track of the number of empty bins
and k −mi is the number of filled bins. Let z denote the number of
iterations (balls) to encounter an empty bin. We easily find that z
is a geometric random variable with success probability mik when
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of BBM-Mix, where function
GetNextBalls(i) used in line 4 is defined in Algorithm 2.
/* vi is the i
th element of vector ®v */
Input :vi
Output :bi,1, . . . ,bi,k
1 xi ← 0; zi ← 0;mi ← k ;
2 (πi,1, . . . ,πi,k ) ← (1, . . . ,k);
3 whilemi > 0 do
4 xi , c ← GetNextBalls (i);
5 if bi,c is empty then
6 bi,c ← xikvi ;
Algorithm 2: Pseudo code of GetNextBalls(i).
/* xi is the timestamp of the last arrived ball
and c is the index of assigned bin. */
Input :i
Output :xi , c
/* zi is the accumulated number of arrived balls
and we use it to guarantee the consistency. */
1 seed ← i | |zi ;
2 u ← RandUNI();
3 if mi > ϕk then
/* RandInt(k) returns a number from {1, 2 . . . ,k}
at random. */
4 j ← RandInt(k);
5 x ← − lnu;
6 z ← 1;
7 else
8 z ←
⌊
lnu
ln(1−mi /k)
⌋
+ 1;
/* RandGamma(z, 1) returns a random variable that
is gamma-distributed with shape z and scale
1. */
9 x ← RandGamma(z, 1);
10 j ← RandInt(mi );
11 if j < mi then
12 Swap(πi, j ,πi,mi );
13 mi ←mi − 1;
14 xi ← xi + x ;
15 zi ← zi + z;
16 c ← πi,mi ;
mi < k , that is,
P(z = l) =
(
1 − mi
k
)l−1 mi
k
, l = 1, 2, . . . .
The results of these z iterations is equivalent to the following proce-
dure: Generate z independent random variables u1, . . . ,uz accord-
ing to the uniform distribution UNI(0, 1), set xi = xi −∑zl=1 lnul at
Step 2, and randomly select an empty bin and setbi, j = min{bi, j ,xi }
at Step 3.
Furthermore, because − lnu1, . . . ,− lnuz are z independent and
identically distributed exponential random variables with mean 1,
the sum of these z random variables, i.e., −∑zl=1 lnul , is exactly a
random variable that is distributed according to the Gamma dis-
tribution Gamma(z, 1) with shape z and scale 1. Therefore, we can
directly generate a random variable x according to Gamma(z, 1)
and x has the same probability distribution as −∑zl=1 lnul . This
can significantly reduce the computational cost of generating the
random variable −∑zl=1 lnul when z is large.
Then, we derive the model BBM-Permutation, which outputs
bi,1, . . . ,bi,k with the same statistical distribution as BBM-Hash.
We use a vector ®πi = (πi,1, . . . ,πi,k ) to record the index of empty
and nonempty bins, which is initialized to ®πi = (1, . . . ,k). Specially,
the firstmi elements πi,1, . . . ,πi,mi are used to keep track of all
remaining empty bins at the current time and the rest k −mi ele-
ments πi,mi+1, . . . ,πi,k are all current nonempty bins. In addition,
we initialize mi = k and xi = 0. Then, we repeat the following
Steps 1 to 5 until no bin is empty.
Step 1: Generate a random variable u according to the uniform
distribution UNI(0, 1);
Step 2: Set z = 1 whenmi = k . Otherwise, we compute a variable
z =
⌊
lnu
ln(1−mi /k )
⌋
+1, which is a geometric random variable
with success probability mik . Here we generate z using
the knowledge that
⌊
lnu
ln(1−p)
⌋
+ 1 is a geometric random
variable with success probability p [56];
Step 3: Generate a random variable x according to Gamma distri-
bution Gamma(z, 1);
Step 4: Compute xi = xi + xkvi ;
Step 5: Select a number j from {1, . . . ,mi } at random, and then
put z balls into bin πi, j as well as set mi = mi − 1 and
bπi, j = xi . In addition, we swap the values of πi, j and
πi,mi .
Unlike BBM-Hash, more than one balls may occur at the same
time and all these balls are put into the same bin selected from
the current empty bins at random. BBM-Permutation requires ex-
actly k iterations to fill all bins. In the end, ®πi is exactly a random
permutation of integers 1, . . . ,k . We design Step 5 inspired by the
Fisher-Yates shuffle [58], which is a popular algorithm used for gen-
erating a random permutation of a finite sequence. Compared with
BBM-Hash using 64k bits to store bi,1, . . . ,bi,k , BBM-Permutation
also requires k logk bits to store πi,1, . . . ,πi,k . Next, we elaborate
our model BBM-Mix, which can be used to further accelerate the
speed of BBM-Permutation.
4.2.4 BBM-Mix. Let tH denote the average computational cost re-
quired for one iteration of BBM-Hash. For BBM-Hash, when there
existmi empty bins, we easily find that on average kmi iterations are
required to encounter the next empty bin. Thus, the average compu-
tational cost of looking for and filling the next empty bin is ktHmi and
the cost increases as the number of current empty binsmi decreases.
We also let tP denote the average computational cost required for
one iteration of BBM-Permutation. For each iteration, BBM-Hash
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requires to generate two uniform random variables, while BBM-
Permutation requires to generate two uniform random variables
and one Gamma random variable. Therefore, BBM-Permutation re-
quires more computations than BBM-Hash to complete an iteration,
i.e., tP is larger than tH. However, BBM-Permutation requires only
one iteration to fill an empty bin selected at random. As a result,
we use a variable
ϕk =
ktH
tP
,
to determine whether BBM-Hash is faster than BBM-Permutation
to fill an empty bin for a specific mi . Specifically, we use BBM-
Hash when mi > ϕk and otherwise BBM-Permutation. In our
experiments, we find that tHtP ≈ 10, so we set ϕk = k10 .
We can further accelerate the model by simplifying some oper-
ations. Specially, we first reduce the division operations at BBM-
Hash’s Step 2 and BBM-Permutation’s Step 4 by computing xi =
xi − lnu and xi = xi +x instead of xi = xi − lnukvi and xi = xi +
x
kvi
respectively, and at the end we enlarge bi,1, . . . ,bi,k by 1kvi times.
Based on the above improvements, we derive our model BBM-Mix
and the Pseudo code of BBM-Mix is given in Algorithm 1. Initialize
®πi = (πi,1, . . . ,πi,k ) = (1, . . . ,k),mi = k , xi = 0, and ϕk = tHktP .
We run the following procedure until no bin is empty.
Step 1: Generate a random variable u according to the uniform
distribution UNI(0, 1).
Step 2: Ifmi > ϕk , go to Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 5;
Step 3: Compute xi = xi − lnu;
Step 4: Select a number j from set {1, . . . ,k} at random. If j < mi
(i.e., now bin πi, j is empty), we put a ball into bin πi, j , and
set bi,πi, j = xi . In addition, we also swap the values of πi, j
and πi,mi , and then setmi =mi − 1. After this step, go to
Step 1;
Step 5: Compute z =
⌊
lnu
ln(1−mi /k)
⌋
+ 1, which is a geometric ran-
dom variable with success probability mik ;
Step 6: Generate a random variable x according to the Gamma
distribution Gamma(z, 1);
Step 7: Compute xi = xi + x ;
Step 8: Select a number j from {1, . . . ,mi } at random, and then
put z balls into bin πi, j as well as set mi = mi − 1 and
bπi, j = xi . In addition, swap the values of πi, j and πi,mi .
When finishing this step, go to Step 1.
We easily find that BBM-Mix is faster than both BBM-Hash and
BBM-Permutation while the generated variables bi,1, . . . ,bi,k also
have the same statistical distribution as those of BBM-Hash and
BBM-Permutation. Last, we would like to point out that BBM-Mix
has the same space complexity as BBM-Permutation.
4.3 Our Method FastGM
Based on the model BBM-Mix, generating a Gumbel-Max sketch of
a vector can be equivalently viewed as the procedure of throwing
kn+®v balls generated by n
+
®v Poisson processes into k bins, where
each ball is assigned with a random variable in ascending order.
Before introducing our method FastGM in detail, we naturally have
the following two fundamental questions for the design of FastGM:
Question 1. How to fast search balls with the smallest timestamps
to fill bins from these n+®v Poisson processes?
Algorithm 3: Pseudo code of our FastGM, where function
GetNextBalls(i) used in lines 10 and 24 is defined in Algo-
rithm 2.
Input : ®v = (v1, . . . ,vn ), k , ϕk
Output :®s = (s1, . . . , sk )
1 R ← 0; k∗ ← k ; (y1, . . . ,yk ) ← (−1, . . . ,−1);
2 foreach i ∈ N+®v do
3 xi ← 0; zi ← 0;mi ← k ;
4 (πi,1, . . . ,πi,k ) ← (1, . . . ,k);
/* The following part is LinearFill */
5 while k∗ , 0 do
6 R ← R + ∆;
7 foreach i ∈ N+®v do
8 Ri ← ⌈Rv∗i ⌉;
9 whilemi > 0 and zi < Ri do
10 xi , c ← GetNextBalls(i);
11 bi ← xikvi ;
12 if yc < 0 then
13 yc ← bi ; sc ← i;
14 k∗ ← k∗ − 1;
15 else if bi < yc then
16 yc ← bi ; sc ← i;
/* The following part is FastPrune */
17 j∗ ← argmaxj=1, ...,k yj ;
18 N ← N+®v ;
19 while N is not empty do
20 R ← R + ∆;
21 foreach i ∈ N do
22 Ri ← ⌈Rv∗i ⌉;
23 whilemi > 0 and zi < Ri do
24 xi , c ← GetNextBalls(i);
25 bi ← xikvi ;
26 if bi > yj∗ then
27 N ← N − {i};
28 break;
29 if bi < yc then
30 yc ← bi ; sc ← i;
31 if c == j∗ then
32 j∗ ← argmaxj=1, ...,k yj ;
Question 2. How to early stop a Poisson process Pi , i ∈ N+®v ?
We first discuss Question 1.We note that balls of different Poisson
processes Pi arrive at different rates kvi . Recall the example in
Figure 1, the basic idea behind the following technique is that
processPi with high ratekvi is more likely to produce balls with the
smallest timestamps (i.e. Gumbel-Max variables). Specially, when
z balls have been generated, let xi,z denote the time of the latest
ball occurred in our method BBM-Mix. We easily find that xi,z can
be represented as the sum of z identically distributed exponential
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random variables with mean 1kvi . Therefore, the expectation and
variance of variable xi,z are computed as
E(xi,z ) = z
kvi
, Var(xi,z ) = z
k2v2i
. (2)
We find that E(xi,z ) is l times smaller than E(x j,z ) when vi is l
times larger than vj . To obtain the first R balls of the joint of all
Poisson processes Pi , i ∈ N+®v , we let each process Pi generate
Ri = ⌈Rv∗i ⌉ balls. Then, we have
∑n
i=1 Ri ≈ R. For all i ∈ N+®v , their
xi,ri approximately have the same expectation.
E(xi,Ri | R) ≈
R
k
∑n
j=1vj
, i ∈ N+®v . (3)
Therefore, the R balls with the smallest timestamps are expected to
be obtained.
Then, we discuss Question 2, which is inspired by the ascending-
order random variables for each arrived ball. We let each bin j use
two registers yj and sj to keep track of information of the ball with
the smallest timestamp among its currently received balls, whereyj
records the ball’s timestamp and sj records the ball’s origin, i.e., the
ball is coming from Poisson process Psj . When all bins 1, . . . ,k are
filled with at least one ball, we let y∗ keep track of the maximum
value of y1, . . . ,yk , i.e.,
y∗ = max
j=1, ...,k
yj .
Then, we can stop Poisson process Pi when a ball getting from Pi
has a timestamp the larger than y∗ because the timestamps of the
subsequent balls from Pi are also larger than y∗, which will not
change any y1, . . . ,yk and s1, . . . , sk .
Based on the above two discussions, we develop our final method
FastGM to fast generate k Gumbel-Max variables ®s ®v = (s1, . . . , sk )
of any nonnegative vector ®v . As shown in Algorithm 3, FastGM
consists of two modules: LinearFill and FastPrune. LinearFill is
designed to quickly search balls with smallest timestamps arriving
from all processes P1, . . . ,Pn and fill all bins 1, . . . ,k . When no bin
is empty, we start the FastPrune module to early stop each Poisson
processPi , i ∈ N+®v . We perform the procedure of FastPrune because
Poisson Process Pi may also get balls with timestamps smaller than
y∗ and the balls may change the values of yj and sj for some bins
j after the procedure of LinearFill. Next, we introduce these two
modules in detail.
• LinearFill Module: This module fast search balls with smallest
timestamps, and consists of the following steps:
Step 1: Iterate on each i ∈ N+®v and repeat function GetNextBall(i)
in Algorithm 2 until it has received not less than ⌈Rv∗i ⌉
balls since the beginning of the algorithm.Meanwhile, each
bin j uses registers yj and sj to keep track of information
of its received ball having the smallest timestamp, where
yj records the ball’s timestamp and sj records the index of
the Poisson process where the ball comes from;
Step 2: If there exist any empty bins, we increase R by ∆ and then
repeat Step 1. Otherwise, we stop the LinearFill procedure.
For simplicity, we set the parameter ∆ = k . In our experiments, we
find that the value of ∆ has a small effect on the performance of
FastGM.
• FastPrune Module: When all bins 1, . . . ,k have been filled by
at least one ball. We start the FastPrune module, which mainly
consists of the following two steps:
Step 1. Compute y∗ = maxj=1, ...,k yj .
Step 2. For each i ∈ N+®v , we repeat function GetNextBall(i) in
Algorithm 2 to generate balls. When the ball has a times-
tamp larger thany∗, we terminate Poisson processPi . Note
that y1, . . . ,yk and s1, . . . , sk are also updated by received
balls at this step. Therefore, y∗ may also decrease with the
number of arriving balls, which accelerates the speed of
terminating all Poisson processes Pi , i ∈ N+®v .
4.4 Complexity
Space Complexity. For a nonnegative vector ®v with n+®v positive
elements, our method FastGM requires k logk bits to store ®πi for
each i ∈ N+®v , and in summary, n+®vk logk bits are desired. In addition,
64k bits are desired for storing y1, . . . ,yk (we use 64-bit floating-
point registers to record y1, . . . ,yk ), and k logn bits are required
for storing s1, . . . , sk , where n is the size of the vector. However,
the additional memory is released immediately after computing
the sketch, and is far smaller than the memory for storing the
generated sketches of massive vectors (e.g. documents). Therefore,
FastGM requires n+®vk logk + 64k + k logn bits when generating k
Gumbel-Max variables ®s(®v) = (s1, . . . , sk ) of ®v .
Time Complexity. We easily find that a nonnegative vector
and its normalized vector have the same Gumbel-Max sketch. For
simplicity, therefore we analyze the time complexity of our method
for only normalized vectors. Let ®v∗ = (v∗1 , . . . ,v∗n ) be a normalized
and nonnegative vector. Define
y˜j = min
i ∈N +®v∗
− lnai, j
v∗i
, j = 1, . . . ,k,
y˜∗ = max
j=1, ...,k
y˜j .
At the end of our FastPrune procedure, each register yj used in
the procedure equals y˜j and register y∗ equals y˜∗. Because
lnai, j
v∗i
∼
EXP(v∗i ), we easily find that each yj follows the exponential distri-
bution EXP(∑ni=1v∗i ) = EXP(1). From [59], we then easily have
E(y˜∗) =
k∑
m=1
1
m
= lnk + γ , Var(y˜∗) =
k∑
m=1
1
m2
<
∞∑
m=1
1
m2
=
π 2
6 ,
where γ ≈ 0.577 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. From Cheby-
shev’s inequality, we have
P
( |y˜∗ − E(y˜∗)| ≥ αVar(y˜∗)) ≤ 1
α2
.
Therefore, y˜∗ ≤ E(y˜∗) + αVar(y˜∗) happens with a large probability
when α is large. In other words, the random variable y˜∗ can be
upper bounded by E(y˜∗) + αVar(y˜∗) with a large probability. Next,
we derive the expectation of xi,R after the first R balls generated
by our method FastGM have been put into k bins. For each Poisson
process Pi , i ∈ N+®v , from equations (2) and (3), we find that its last
produced ball among these first R balls has a timestamp xi,Ri with
the expectation E(xi,Ri | R) ≈ Rk . When R = k(E(y˜∗)+αVar(y˜∗)) <
k(lnk + γ + απ 26 ), the probability of E(xi,Ri ) > y˜∗ is almost 1
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for large α , e.g., α > 10. Therefore, we find that after putting
the first O(k lnk) balls into the k bins, each Poisson process Pi is
expected to be early terminated and so we are likely to acquire all
the Gumbel-Max variables. We also note that each positive element
has to be enumerated in the FastPrune model, therefore, the total
time complexity of our method FastGM is O(k lnk + n+®v ).
5 EVALUATION
We evaluate our method FastGM with the state-of-the-arts on two
tasks: task 1) probability Jaccard similarity estimation, and task 2)
network embedding. All algorithms run on a computer with a Quad-
Core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1226 v3 CPU 3.30GHz processor. To
demonstrate the reproducibility of the experimental results, we
make our source code publicly available1.
5.1 Dataset
We conduct experiments on both real-world and synthetic datasets.
For task 1, we run experiments on six real-world datasets: Real-sim
[60], Rcv1 [61], Webspam [62], Libimseti [63], Last.fm [64], and
MovieLens [65]. In detail, Real-sim [60], Rcv1 [61], and Webspam
[62] are datasets of web documents from different resources, where
each vector represents a document and each entry in the vector
refers to the TF-IDF score of a specific word for the document.
Libimseti [63] is a dataset of ratings between users on the Czech
dating site, where each vector refers to a user and each entry records
the user’s rating to another one. Last.fm [64] is a dataset of listening
history, where each vector represents a song and each entry in the
vector is the number of times the song has been listened to by a
specific user. MovieLens [65] is a dataset of movie ratings, where
each vector is a user and each entry in the vector is that user’s
rating to a specific movie.
For task 2, we perform experiments on four real-world graphs:
YouTube [66], Email-EU [67], Twitter [68], and WikiTalk [69]. In
detail, YouTube [66] is a dataset of friendships between YouTube
users. Email-EU [67] is an email communication network, where
nodes represent individual persons and edges are the communi-
cations between persons. Twitter [68] is the following network
collected from twitter.com and WikiTalk [69] is the communication
network of the Chinese Wikipedia. The statistics of all the above
datasets are summarized in Table 1.
5.2 Baseline
For task 1, we compare our method with P-MinHash [9] on prob-
ability Jaccard similarity estimation to evaluate the performance
of FastGM. To highlight the efficiency of FastGM, we further com-
pare FastGM with the state-of-the-art weighted Jaccard similarity
estimation method, BagMinHash [37]. Notice that BagMinHash
estimates a different metric and thus we only show results on effi-
ciency. For task 2, we compare our method with the state-of-the-art
embedding algorithm NodeSketch [13]. Specially, we use FastGM to
replace the module of generating Gumbel-Max sketches (i.e., node
embeddings) in NodeSketch. In our experiments, we vary the size
of node embedding k and set decay weight a = 0.005 and order of
proximity r = 5 as suggested in the original paper of NodeSketch.
1https://github.com/qyy0180/FastGM
Table 1: Statistics of all used datasets.
(a) Datasets used in task 1
Dataset #Vectors #Features
Real-sim [60] 72,309 20,958
Rcv1 [61] 20,242 47,236
Webspam [62] 350,000 16,609,143
Libimseti [63] 220,970 220,970
Last.fm [64] 992 1,085,612
MovieLens [65] 69,878 80,555
(b) Datasets used in task 2
Dataset #Nodes #Edges
YouTube [66] 1,138,499 2,990,443
Email-EU [67] 265,214 420,045
Twitter [68] 465,017 834,797
WikiTalk [69] 1,219,241 2,284,546
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Figure 2: (Task 1) Efficiency of FastGM compared with P-
MinHash and BagMinHash on synthetic vectors, where each
element in the vector is randomly selected from UNI(0,1).
5.3 Metric
For task 1, we use the sketching time and root mean square error
(RMSE) to measure the efficiency and the effectiveness respectively.
For task 2, besides the efficiency comparison with the original
NodeSketch, we also evaluate the effectiveness of our method on
two popular applications of graph embedding: node classification
and link prediction. Similar to [13], we use the Macro and Micro
F1 scores to measure the performance of node classification, and
Precision@K and Recall@K to evaluate the performance of link
prediction, where Precision@K (resp. Recall@K) is the precision
(resp. recall) on top K high-similarity testing node pairs. All exper-
imental results are empirically computed from 100 independent
runs by default.
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Figure 3: (Task 1) Efficiency of FastGM compared with P-
MinHash for different k .
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Figure 4: (Task 1) Accuracy of FastGM compared with P-
MinHash for different k .
5.4 Probability Jaccard Similarity Estimation
We conduct experiments on both synthetic and real-world datasets
for task 1. Specially, we first use synthetic weighted vectors to
evaluate the performance of FastGM for vectors with different di-
mensions. Then, we show results on a variety of real-world datasets.
Results on synthetic vectors. In this experiment, we also com-
pare our method with another state-of-the-art algorithm BagMin-
Hash [37], which is used for estimating weighted Jaccard similarity.
We note that BagMinHash estimates an alternative similarity met-
ric. However, a lot of experiments and theoretical analysis [9] have
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Figure 5: (Task 2) Efficiency of our method FastGM in com-
parison with NodeSketch for different k .
shown that weighted Jaccard similarity and probability Jaccard
similarity usually have similar performance on many applications
such as fast searching similar set. We conduct experiments on
weighted vectors with uniform-distribution weights. Without loss
of generality, we let n+®v = n for each vector, i.e., all elements of
each vector are positive. As shown in Figures 2 (a) and (b), when
n = 103, FastGM is 13 and 22 times faster than BagMinHash and
P-MinHash respectively. As n increases to 104, the improvement
becomes 8 and 125 times respectively. Especially, the sketching time
of our method is around 0.02 seconds when n = 104 and k = 212,
while BagMinHash and P-MinHash take over 0.15 and 2.5 seconds
for sketching respectively. Figures 2 (c) and (d) show the running
time of all competitors for different n. Our method FastGM is 3 to
100 times faster than P-MinHash for different n. Compared with
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Figure 6: (Task 2, YouTube) Accuracy of FastGM and NodeS-
ketch. (a)(b): node classification; (c)(d): link prediction.
BagMinHash, FastGM is about 10 times faster when n = 1, 000,
and is comparable as n increases to 100, 000. It indicates that our
method FastGM significantly outperforms BagMinHash for vectors
having less than 100, 000 positive elements, which are prevalent in
real-world datasets. In addition, we also conduct experiments on
weighted vectors with exponential-distribution weights and omit
similar results here.
Results on real-world datasets. Next, we show results on the
real-world datasets in Table 1. Figure 3 exhibits the sketching time
of all algorithms. We see that our method outperforms P-MinHash
and BagMinHash on all the datasets and the improvement increases
as k increases. On sparse datasets such as Real-sim, Rcv1, and
MovieLens, FastGM is about 8 and 12 faster than P-MinHash and
BagMinHash respectively. BagMinHash is even slower than P-
MinHash on these datasets. On datasets Webspam and Last.fm,
we note that FastGM is 55 and 80 times faster than P-MinHash
respectively. Figure 4 shows the estimation error of FastGM and
P-MinHash on datasets Real-sim and Webspam. Due to the large
number of vector pairs, we here randomly select 100, 000 pairs of
vectors from each dataset and report the average RMSE. We note
that both algorithms give similar accuracy, which is coincident with
our analysis. We omit similar results on other datasets.
5.5 Graph Embedding
We compare FastGM with the regular NodeSketch to demonstrate
the efficiency of our method on the graph embedding task. Specially,
we show the sketching time and the total time for different k (i.e.,
the size of node embeddings), where the sketching time refers to
the accumulated time of computing Gumbel-Max sketches from dif-
ferent orders of the self-loop-augmented adjacent matrix. As shown
in Figure 5, we note that our method FastGM gives significant im-
provement on all datasets. In detail, on dataset WikiTalk, FastGM
gives an improvement of 16 times at k = 26 and the improvement
increases to 84 times at k = 29 on sketching time, which results in
a gain of up to 5 times improvements for the total time of learning
node embeddings.
We also conduct experiments on two popular applications of
graph embedding, i.e., node classification and link prediction. All
experimental settings are the same as [13]. For node classification,
we randomly select 10% nodes as the training set and others as the
testing set. Then, we build a one-vs-rest SVM classifier based on the
training set. For link prediction, we randomly drop out 20% edges
from the original graph as the testing set and learn the embeddings
based on the remaining graph. We predict the potential edges by
generating a ranked list of node pairs. For each node pair, we use
the Hamming similarity of their embeddings to generate the ranked
list. Due to the massive size of node pairs, we randomly sample
105 pairs of nodes for evaluation. We report Precision@100 and
Recall@100. Figure 6 shows the results on node classification as
well as link prediction on dataset YouTube. We notice that our
method FastGM gives similar accuracy compared with NodeSketch.
We omit the results of the other three datasets.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we develop a novel algorithm FastGM to fast compute
a nonnegative vector’s Gumbel-Max sketch, which consists of k
independent Gumbel-Max variables. We prove that FastGM gener-
ates Gumbel-Max sketch with the same quality as the traditional
Gumbel-Max Trick but reduces time complexity from O(n+k) to
O(k lnk + n+), where n+ is the number of the vector’s positive
elements. We conduct a variety of experiments on two tasks: Prob-
ability Jaccard similarity estimation and graph embedding, and
the experimental results demonstrate that our method FastGM is
orders of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-arts without sacri-
ficing accuracy. In the future, we plan to extend FastGM to vectors
consisting of elements arriving in a streaming fashion.
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